The Slammin' Jammin' Cheer Pack

Arr. Dallas C. Burke

Trumpet 1

"Go, Team!" Swing!

"The Ultimate Cheer"

"Groovin"

"William Tell"

"Charge"

"2001 Fanfare"

"Scalp 'Em"
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TrUMPET 1

The "Hey" Song

Swing Feel

Iron Man

Words and Music by Funk Iommi, John Osbourne, William Ward and Terence Butler
Arranged by Dave Henning
Percussion by Alan Kane

ZOMBIE NATION

Trumpet in Bb

Arr. K. Shelby
From NAPOLEON DYNAMITE

CANNED HEAT

Words and Music by
JASON KAY

Arranged by MICHAEL BROWN

03745185

Canned Heat
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1st Bb TRUMPET

Retro Disco

03744796

Recorded by WAR

LOW RIDER

Words and Music by SYLVESTER ALLEN, HAROLD B. BROWN, MORRIS DICKERSON, JERRY GOLDSTEIN, LEROY JORDAN, LEE OSKAR, CHARLES W. MILLER and HOWARD SCOTT

Arranged by Michael Sweeney

1st Bb TRUMPET

Rock Groove

Opt. St. mute (open on D.S.)

D.S. al Coda
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